ACTUAL CHIP FORMATION

There are differences between the orthogonal model and an actual machining
process. First, the shear deformation process does not occur along a plane, but
within a zone. If shearing were to take place across a plane of zero thickness, it
would imply that the shearing action must occur instantaneously as it passes
through the plane, rather than over some finite (although brief) time period. For the
material to behave in a realistic way, the shear deformation must occur within a
thin shear zone. This more realistic model of the shear deformation process in
machining is illustrated in Figure 21.8. Metal-cutting experiments have indicated
that the thickness of the shear zone is only a few thousandths of an inch. Since the
shear zone is so thin, there is not a great loss of accuracy in most cases by referring
to it as a plane.

Third, formation of the chip depends on the type of material being machined and
the cutting conditions of the operation. Four basic types of chip can be distinguish:
Discontinuous chip:
When relatively brittle materials (e.g., cast irons) are machined at low cutting
speeds, the chips often form into separate segments (sometimes the segments are
loosely attached). This tends to impart an irregular texture to the machined surface.
High tool–chip friction and large feed and depth of cut promote the formation of
this chip type.
Continuous chip:
When ductile work materials are cut at high speeds and relatively small feeds
and depths, long continuous chips are formed. A good surface finish typically
results when this chip type is formed. A sharp cutting edge on the tool and low
tool–chip friction encourage the formation of continuous chips. Long, continuous
chips (as in turning) can cause problems with regard to chip disposal and/or
tangling about the tool.
Continuous chip with built-up edge:
When machining ductile materials at low-tomedium cutting speeds, friction
between tool and chip tends to cause portions of the work material to adhere to the
rake face of the tool near the cutting edge. This formation is called a built-up edge
(BUE). The formation of a BUE is cyclical; it forms and grows, then becomes

unstable and breaks off. Much of the detached BUE is carried away with the chip,
sometimes taking portions of the tool rake face with it, which reduces the life of
the cutting tool. Portions of the detached BUE that are not carried off with the chip
become imbedded in the newly created work surface, causing the surface to
become rough.

